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0 - Zerra's profile

ZERRA�
�Age�
Genetique�
Date of birth�
Place of birth�
Weapon�
Origine�
�Unknown
She is a teenager�
Human
Dragon
Feline�
14/02/91�
Unknown�
Multiple weapons�
Unknown �
�
Zerra is a wild but loving girl. Not knowing any of her family or much about her past, she seeks at all
times for answers for her questions. Being a feline, she is very protective for her friends, and close
people! Her dragon side makes her very powerful, and wise but also aggressive, unpredictable and
uncontrollable. Her mood can swing from one extremity to the other! She tends to make friends with
people who have had a difficult past. She is always followed by her life time partner and friend Zirage. A
living robot made by a Martien scientist, a friend of Zerra�s, when she was 5 years old!

In the Turks

After meeting them, and saving many times there lives, Rufus agrees to have her there ranks! She is
followed by Zirage as they are an inseparable team. He was a little uncertain about the idea, worried
about her wild nature and her uncle but Reno, Rude and Elena managed to convince him. It didn�t take
him long to appreciate her as much as the others do!
Being a feral makes her very agile and fast during fights, a speed that Reno desperately tries to beat
and she needs company. But also being a dragon can be kind of a disadvantage to the group. She is
very powerful but it is a power she is still learning to control. Her mutant nature can sometimes affect the
way she thinks! An example: during a mission, if her stomach suddenly decides its hungry, she runs of
to get food leaving a friends, most of the time, in an unknown territory. Lucky for them she gets back to
help them out when they are in trouble.
Her anger can also, sometimes, take over and she can become very dangerous! There are only a few
people who can stop that anger of hers or at least contain it. Reno is one of them! When she annoyed
with one of the other members (except Elena, Tseng and Rude), he usually gets there on time to �pin her
down� just by talking to her. His voice seems to calm her somehow.
Being very close to Reno and Rude, there team has a third member and the three of them can cause
terrible damage to enemy forces or to there own it depends of the situation .o.O Zerra is very serious



when it comes to important missions and protection but she easily gets dragged in to Rude and Reno�s
jokes. She can be just about ridiculous and comical as they are!
When Zerra is in her dragon form hardly anybody can get near her, never mind mount her but Reno has
managed to create a stronger enough to be able to mount her. The village where he was born may
explain that link he has created. (See Reno�s profile) Together they are a nightmare for the enemy; they
have fun blowing up their defence lines and are a good team when it comes to air force combats.
Her knowledge of Martien technology, religion and cultures of other planets prevent the Turks of making
terrible mistakes and causing a war!
Her party side attracts Reno (like Reno wasn�t all ready attracted to her any way) and his mattes. He
invites her to his place for a holiday and �Party Time!�
Over all, Zerra does NOT like Rufus�s orders or any order that is given to her, rarely obeys them,&She
does NOT like being bossed about& and will NOT be like the other Turks but that is a thing they can
forgive her because of her nature and&She is one of the most powerful Turks there will ever be so they
tend to respect the way she is! And they all love her even if she does get as annoying as Reno is!



1 - all alone

This story happens a month after FFVII AC. 

All alone

“Answer you’re god damn phone will you! Where the heck are you man?”…

- Sorry mate I don’t want to talk right now. He didn’t answer and slipped his phone in his pocket.

…

-Any luck?

 -No, sorry Tseng! He won’t answer

…

After ignoring his best friends’ phone call, Reno wandered the streets of Edge. It wasn’t like him to act
so coldly and being on his own.

The Red Head went to the monument made to remind the tragic day of Meteor and where he once
fought kadajs’ gang along side his life time partner, Rude. 

The town was quiet, like a ghost town. The odd rumble of thunder broke the silence.-Soni… What am I
going to do? I don’t know any more. He said out loud but there was nobody to hear him. God damn it!
I’m loosing the plot.

 Getting very board, Reno decided to go to the closest bar.

**********************************************************************************************************************
************************************

 -Hey there! Said the bar tender.

-Hi man. Answered Reno in a tone of voice very out of his character.

-Bloody hell dude! What’s up? The man knew Reno very well because this was the place he came for a
drink with Rude. And he was a good friend to the family.

-Nah…it’s ok. I’m just a bit down.



-A bit?! Sounds like you’ve just come back from a funeral!

-hmm…

-Come here! Let’s talk about it. Reno slowly walked up to the bar and the old man served him a beer as
it was his favourite drink. So what’s going on?... It can’t be something that good if you’re on your own!
Reno just looked up at him. Well then?

-An old wound…

-So?

-Well…If your heart was taken from you, put I a plane and that plane crashed under your eyes. Add 10
years of loneliness on tope and mix that with lies and deception! What do you get? Reno snapped.

-A very depressed Reno! But you don’t have to say it like that!

-I’m sorry! I’m just sick and tiered of it! The old man put his hand on the Red Heads’ shoulder. Reno
gulped down some of his beer wile the bartender served other clients then he came back to his young
friend. I don’t know what to do any more. Added the sad Turk.

-Cheer up dude! You’re still young!

- Yeah well…

-Tell you what, how about going to see my little niece, Susie. She’s been dieing to see ya.

-Yeah except she’s not that small any more. The old man glared at him.  All right I’ll pop by! Reno
finished his beer thanked his friend and left.

He only got to the end of the road when he got the impression that half of the water supply of Edge was
falling from the sky. But the Red Head couldn’t be bothered to look for shelter and carried on wondering
the streets. The Young Turk finally found a spot to settle down. He went in a very small street, a place
inaccessible for vehicles.

Reno lit up a "fag" and watched the movement of the coloured light of the neon on the sine showing the
road to the commercial area of Edge; threw the drops of water and listened to the gentle music of the
rain but then a blank.

“Not again!” he thought as he put is hand on his chest due to sharp pain. The Red Head closed his
eyes and tried not to think about any thing, it was his way to cure the problem.

His meditation was interrupted by a yelp coming from the other end of the street. “What the heck was
that?!” As he was getting board and his curiosity was taking over, he was compelled to investigate.

The tarmac was covered with a fine layer of multicoloured water but was slowly taking a reddish tint.



-What the hell?! He had just found the source of the noise. A dead wolf was lying in the shadow of a
building. Its silver coat was stained with blood. It wasn’t unusual to see wolves in town or to see on
injured as they often fought but rarely to the death.

 Reno kneeled down and inspected the body. He found some very odd unusual injuries. “Surely a wolf
couldn’t have done this?!” He went to turn the body over when a very loud noise made him jump back
on to his feet. He looked around nervously. After few minutes, he managed to get his thoughts back in
order; he went farther down the dark street. He was finally coming to the end of the darkness.

The Young Turk leaned on a wall and lit another "fag", and closed his eyes. “What the hell could have
killed it like that?” he thought. He then looked back where he just come from. “What scared the shoot
out o’ me?”

He started to turn away when a faint flash caught the corner f his eye.

-What the hell?!

There were two green glowing orbs just floating in the shadow. He started to slowly walk closer but as
he was moving it didn’t seem like he was getting any closer.

You’re playing with me, aren’t ya? He said.

The lights suddenly came a bit closer and the creature was slightly exposed to the light from the neon of
the only weapon store left in town, but still not enough for Reno to get an idea of what it was.

 But maybe, he shouldn’t have teased it. He suddenly felt an intense pain in his left arm which made
him twitch. But that fraction of inattention was the worst thing he could do. The lights had disappeared.
Reno noticed a long object on the floor. He felt a cold draft then every thing went blank. 

     The Red Head woke up.

 “Damn! My head! ...where the heck am I?”Wait a minute! Midgar slums?! He said. Wha….What the
hell’s going on?! Midgar was….

-Destroyed two years ago. Said a mysterious masculine voice. Reno looked around.

-Who the heck are you? And show your self!

-No need to show my self, you know who I am.

-Stop fracking around with me!

-What a language!

-Show you’re self you bastard!

-Poor baby! He gonna cry cause he can’t get his own way! That’s called being a wimp!



-Show your face asshole and you’ll see what I’m made of!

-Ok then little boy. Find me and show me!

-“Very funny” Reno thought.

-Oh is it? I’m glad you like my humour!

-How the hell d….

-Don’t understand, huh! Never mind, you will when you grow up!

-Shut up!

-Awww… the little boy’s getting angry!

-Shut the frack UP!!! “Wait a sec! I’ve been threw this before! I know I have!”

-Yes you have and every time you cry, and cry and you never stop! Muahahahahah….

-SHUT THE frack UP YOU BASTARD!!!! Reno yelled as he was engulfed by a massive flash.

-AOUCH!!!!

-OWIE!!! Damn my head!!

-IDIOT!!!

-Rude!?! Where the hell…

- In the ShinRa basement in Edge. In our room, on your bed! OR have you lost your memory?!

-NO… well I don’t think so…My head hurts like hell though!

-That’s because… You head but me as you sat up you idiot!

-Did I?! …Sorry about that man!!

-Never mind! It’s ok. Who the hell were you yelling at?

-I don’t know! Rude raised an eyebrow. I don’t know man, I was in Edge, then Midgar slums and a….

-WOW, wow, wow… Midgar slums?!

-I’m not kidding ya!!!



-Forget it! We’ll talk about it later! Tseng wanted to see you when you woke up!

-Damn it! Reno got up and they both went to Tseng office but before entering…

-Hey man… The Red head said

-Hmmm?

-I’m sorry I left like that and I didn't answer your call…

-It’s ok, I think I understand.



2 - revalation

Revalation

Reno and Rude entered Tseng office! A reasonable sized room, with a desk centred at the end of the
room and a huge window behind it. There were also some pictures of Wutai.
-�Hey there! Look who�s awake!
-Shut up, Elena!� Reno snapped as he walked past her. He and Rude stopped in the centre of the room
then the blond Turk advanced.
-�God!! Are we in a bad mood today!
-It�s not the way I�d put it!� stated Tseng as he walked out of the shadow.
The Red Head lowered his eyes to the floor, ashamed of what he did earlier in the day.
-�We�ll talk about that later! There�s more important thing to attend to!� Was the leaders answer to
Renos� unspoken apology.
Tseng went to the window. There was a pause for what, 5 minutes when he finally spoke again.
�Tow of our men were killed today during their guard shift!...
-I thought the Jenova problem was sorted?!� Elena stated, cutting Tseng in what he was saying.
-�It is!� Rude answered.
Big yap! And why do you always think it�s got something to do with Jenova?  Reno thought to him self.
Tseng glared at the blond Turk who was pretending she didn�t say anything and went back to what he
was saying.
-�An unidentified creature and many deaths have been reported in this area. Each body, including the
two guards had more less the same injuries: Claw marks and puncher wounds around their throat.�
Reno glanced at him. �We must track that creature down and destroy it! But first, we need more
information. Now, have any of you noticed anything related with this report?� Tseng added as he looked
at Reno who looked away.
They all said that they hadn�t noticed anything but their leader knew very well that, during his little
adventure of this afternoon, the Red Head had seen something. Because, he hadn�t mentioned that one
of the bodies reported was the dead wolf Reno first found and was again discovered by Rude when he
rescued his partner, laying unconscious, in the dark street, under the rain, with hungry wolves in the
area.
�Very well. You can leave now!� Tseng ordered but as Reno got to the door, his boss called him back.
The red haired Turk sighed, his hope that Tseng would have forgotten crumbling away, looked at Rude
who was looking back. His eyes clearly said don�t worry, it will be ok. Reno sighed again and went back
to Tseng as the two other Turks left the room.

�Take a seat!� Tseng said gently. Reno sat on one of the chair in front of his boss�s desk and leaned on
the table. Tseng serve him a drink. �So&.� He started.



-�Tseng, listen, I�m sorry for what I did today! I know I should have �Reno- told someone! It was a
stupid&-RENO! - &.Sorry.� He added as he realised that Tseng was trying to tell him something.
-�Later! There�s some thing else we�ve got to talk about first!� Reno looked at him confused as he went
to a table in the corner of the room. He opened a draw and his hand came up with a long object wrapped
in a cloth. Tseng placed it on the desk and took the cloth off it. Reno jerked immediately. �Now let me
explain.� The black haired Turk stated. �I suppose you already know that Rude found you out, in that
street.
-Yeah he said.
-Well there is many other thing he also discovered and brought back, and this is one of the artefacts.�
Tseng watched Reno as he stared at the long, shiny and bloody object; like hypnotised. �Now I need to
know what you saw there!� But the Redhead didn�t respond. Obviously he hadn�t heard his boss. �Reno?
-Yeah? Oh&. Sorry, I�m&lost.
-Did you even hear what I said?
-Yeah I did&.I just&. I&� He sighed in desperation, not being able to explain his actions.
-�Reno. Are you alright?
-I&I don�t know!� said as he buried is face in his hands.
-�Do you want to talk about it?� Reno looked at him out of the corner of his eye, wondering f he should or
not. It was a very personal and secret problem but yet he needed to talk about it or end it.
-�Okay.� Reno sighed. He had to get it off his chest and he knew Tseng was the best person he could
talk about it with. Even though Rude was his best friend, there was still some thing he just couldn�t tell
him, not wanting to worry him, and Tseng was the person he confessed those things to. Reno needed
his experience to get him threw his own problems. The Redhead respected Tseng very much, -even
though he was his boss, it hadn�t nothing to do with it- and he looked up to him like a model.
-�What�s troubling you?
-Old memories &an old wound which won�t close up.
-I see&How can I help you?
-I don�t think any body can help me!� Tseng looked at him sarcastically. �What?!
-For every problem there�s a solution!
-If ya say so!
-You�re depressed.
-Dunno&&I�m just fed up!
-Of?
-Pain&just&.Every thing!
-You seemed fine during the Jenova war.
- No I wasn�t!&.. well&. Not as bad.
-What was different to now, then?
- Dunno& I think with all that was going on, I didn�t really think about it and it wasn�t haunting me as
much.
-Boredom?
-Maybe. But I had it bef&�Reno sighed realising he was saying more than he wanted to.
-�Reno, tell me!� Tseng requested. The Redhead looked up at him hesitating. His boss sighed and sat in
the seat next to the one Reno was in. �Reno.�
-�Can�t tell any one can ya!!! Haha!!!� Reno closed his eyes, tight. �Well don�t and come and join me! And
don�t forget what happened!� 
-Reno?� He opened his eyes again as Tseng voice brought him back. �Reno what going on in your
head?
-Tseng, I�m loosing it! I�m going nuts&I just can�t take it any more!



-Reno what�s going on? I can�t help you if you don�t tell me!
-I&. alright.� He sighed. �&I&
-Go on!
-I& I keep getting these flashes&. images of my past&.bad memories&which come back& but some
thing�s not right&there different.
-Why? What�s changed?
-There not like they were& its like if someone went in my head and played around with them& like a bad
dream, worst than a nightmare! They seem so bloody real! &.Scares the hell out of me!
-When did it start?
-Well& I�ve had them all my life but&. �Oh no you don�t!�
-What?
-It�s done it again! It�s &.. I can�t take any more!� He yelled as he crossed his arms, slammed them on
the desk and buried his face in them.
-Reno, calm down, ignore it!
- Sorry&. I just&I can�t control it.
-It�s ok! Just keep on with what you were saying I need to understand what it is.
-I�m not sure Tseng &what I can tell you, if it helps, that is these past nine, ten years it been getting a lot
worse.
-Can you think of any thing which could have triggered it?
- I&. don�t know but&.well I don�t know if this has got any thing to do with my depression.
- If what has got any thing to do with it?� Reno got up and walked to the window and stared out side. The
rain bouncing off the glass, the coloured lights of the town and the moons shinning threw the clouds
distracted the Redhead for a while, which gave time for Tseng to think over every thing Reno had told
him and over his dossier to see if there was any thing in common or if something like this had happened
before.
When Reno went to speak again, his voice barely above a whisper, his eyes started stinging. �Tseng &.
It�s&..it�s too painful.
-Reno I can�t help you if you don�t tell me!
-You�re the one who says you should keep your two lives separate!�
Tseng paused for a moment. �I know Reno, for good reason&. but I your case, I know it�s harder. And
it�s become too much of a problem!� He had finally remembered some information which could be useful.
�So I need you to explain.
- A memory&.� Reno stated. Tseng got up and walked up to Reno who was still watching the rain. �The
past&. An old wound which will never heal!
-But maybe you can dull the pain.
-Not for this kind of wound!� Reno closed his eyes. �Ten years ago, I lost the only two people who I really
cared for&.in a plane crash&.. My&. mother and&. sister&.my sister&� Reno bowed his head, closed his
eyes tighter, tears slowly trickling down his cheeks.
-�Reno.� Tseng said gently, placing his hand on the Redheads� shoulder, feeling very sorry for him. He
finally understood what Reno was going threw and what he meant by loneliness. Tseng had heard threw
Rude that Reno had no family left and had been that way for ten years, which matched what Reno was
saying, and explained how and why he joined the ShinRa troupes so fast and so young.

Renos� family was self torn apart. He was the one who suffered of it the most, being the youngest. When
he was fifteen, he ended up living alone in the slums of Midgar, where two years later he was seen, by
an officer, fighting against some other homeless kids. Reno joined ShinRa and a year later joined the
Turks. He could thank his determination; skill and want to discover at any cost even if it got him in



trouble many times.

A little later. �You okay now?� Tseng asked concerned.
-�Yeah, I think so.� Reno said rubbing his eyes and sighing, calming his self.
-� Do you want me to sign you off for a while?
-NO!! I need to stay! I�ve got to stay! I don�t want to be alone!� Tseng sighed.
-� Very well.� Tseng paused. �I�ll leave you alone with that tonight.
-What about that?!� Reno stated pointing at the object on Tseng desk.
-� What, you want to talk about that now?� Tseng babbled confused.
-� Yeah before I forget what happened!� Reno did have a crappy memory when it came to that kind of
detail. He was the talker, it was Rudes� job too remember al that.
-�All right then.� Tseng looked at him.
-�Why are you so bloody confused?!
-Never mind.� Reno looked back at Tseng confused. They went back to the desk.

-� Okay then. What I need you to do is tell me what you did and what you saw.
-From when?
-When you got to the street.
- Well& I was wondering in the streets and it was throwing it dawn. I stopped at the end near the Meteor
road, to shelter from the wind. I staid there for a bit, and I heard a yelp from in side of the street. I got
bored and went to have a nose. I found a dead wolf with strange injuries. Then something scared the
hell out of me and I went to the other side of the street, near the weapon store. I was about to leave
when I saw glowing eyes&. I can�t remember this bit really well cause it went so bloody fast.
-Well tell me what you do remember then!
-I remember the eyes& I went back a little way down street, trying to see what it was but I couldn�t get
near it. Kept moving backwards. Then I felt a sharp pain at the back of my head and neck, and an other
one in my arm&. I saw the knife then ..... then nothing&. Well the next thing was a bloody headache
when I head butt Rude as I woke up!
-Right& did you see any thing when you got closer the eyes?
-No&I&no..I can�t remember!
-Any thing else?
-No sorry. All I remember is that bloody knife and those glowing eyes! I wish I could be able to tell you
more!
-Never mind that will do!
-Sorry.
-Why?
-I can�t remember, it went to fast!
-It�s all right. Go on, off you go! I�ll let you sleep now.
-Like I feel like sleeping!� Tseng giggle to Renos� remark. Reno smirked. Tseng started wrapping the
knife back in the cloth .The Redhead walked to the door and opened it.
-�Tseng?
-Yeah?
-Thanks.
-It�s ok.� Reno started walking threw the door way, stopped and turned back to Tseng.
-�By the way, why are we taking on something like this any way? It�s got nothing to do with us!
- Well, I know it hasn�t, but like Elena said, with the Jenova war being finished, there isn�t much real
work, like in the old days, left for us. And I�ve noticed that we�re all getting bored or depressed for what



ever reason. And the group is slowly breaking up. So I thought it would be something to bring us all
together again.
-Cool! Yeah, about the group, I�ve noticed that to, and I�m not to keen on us breaking up!� Reno paused
to think. �yeah makes sense! Okay, tomorrow then!
-Early!
-Damn it!� Tseng giggle and Reno smirked as he started leaving again.
-� Oh, and Reno&� Tseng said with his boss like voice.
-�Yeah ?� He answered more than hesitant on what Tseng was going to tell him!
-�We�ll talk some more later!
-Alright.� Reno sighed as he left the room, the doors closing behind him.



3 - Discovery Part.1

Discovery ; Part 1

 

 “Reno! RENO! RENO, GET UP!!!

- YEAH, yeah!!! ALRIGHT!!!! I’m getting up! What’s the time?” he asked his partner as he sat up on his
bed.

-“Late! Get up!” Rude said opening the curtains.

-“What happened to my alarm?” Reno asked quizzically and stepped out of his bed. 

-“It rang half an hour ago!

-Wha?! shoot I didn’t hear it!

-I know that!!!

-How late am I?

-VERY!!! We won’t have time to have any breakfast!

-Don’t tell me you’ve been sitting waiting for me to get up!” Rude glared over to him. “Idiot!” Reno said
brushing his long red hair.

-“Well if I hadn’t have done, you wouldn’t have got up! You’ve been over sleeping a lot these days!

- That’s because I can’t sleep at night!

-Yeah, I know….I’ll meet you down stairs! Hurry up!

-YESSSS!” The Redhead hissed. Rude left the room giggling to him self. Reno finished doing his hair
up and hurried to get dressed. He left the bedroom, locked it up and went down the stairs. He arrived
at the front door, where they were supposed to meet.

“Finally!” Rude said!

-“Shut up!!” Reno looked around and realised that Tseng wasn’t there. He decided to have a cigarette
and a coffee while they were waiting. He went back in the building and got a coffee from the drink
dispenser.

-“What are you going to do about food?” Rude said as his partner came back.



-“I’ll have to get something in town. But what about you?

-Whatever.

-Go hungry then!” Rude raised an eyebrow at him. “It better stay sunny today!!” Reno said raising his
fist at the sky.

-“I doubt it!” Rude added. Reno looked up to the sky and closed his eyes. Not longer after, Tseng came
round the corner followed by a ShinRa transport van.

-“Looks like it’s time to rock an’ roll!” Reno said seeing his boss coming. 

 

The four Turks were dropped off in the centre of town.

They split into two teams.The orders were simple, ask around if anyone had seen anything suspicious
and call if help needed.

Reno, how ever had an other task at hand before he would even think about working. He came back out
of a store with a sandwich and a drink and walked up to his partner who was waiting for him.They went
to the park so the red-head could eat.

There was an unusual silence between them before Rude finally spoke.

“Reno?

-What?

- . . . What’s been going on?

-What ya mean?
-These days . . .y-you haven’t been your self . . . what’s going on?” Reno let out a long sigh

“It’s just . . . well . . . some thing has been bothering me . . .

-That! Any one can see!

-It . . .it’s really that obvious?” Rude nodded. “It’s . . . I . . . I can’t say! You’re gonna think I’ve lost it
man!

-Try me!” Rude smirked looking over his glasses.

-“Well . . . you know what happened . . . long ago . . . it’s cinda come back to haunt me.

-What do ya mean?-I . . . I can hear him, during the night. What happened . . . I dream it over an’ over



every night.

-Is that why you can’t sleep?-Maybe . . . There’s . . . nah never mind.” Reno looked away from his
partner.

-“Reno . . . spit it out!” Rude snapped.

-“I can hear him again. It’s more present and . . . it’s really scaring me. He’s putting the blame on me.
I mean . . . it’s like he say saying that I did it . . . when I didn’t . . . how could I?

-Reno . . .” His partners’ voice brought him back out of his thoughts. “Don’t listen . . . you know, they
know, it’s not true. So don’t think about it!

-Easy for you to say!” Rude sighed. He got up and told the Red-head that it was time for them to start
working.  

 

**********************

“Tseng?” came a soft voice from behind him. “what going on with Reno?

-I don’t Elena.

-Does it that he’s gonna have to leave?

-If we don’t find a solution, yes.” Sighed the dark haired man.  

*********************

 

“So where do we start?

-I don’t know Rude! I would have quite happily stayed in bed!

-Yeah . . .

-Hey wait . . .

- The street from yesterday?

-Exactly!” Reno smiled.

 

They went to the Market Road and down the dark street where Reno was attacked the previous day. “It



doesn’t look as scary in the day time!” Reno smirked.

The two friends walked slowly down the street, checking if they missed anything the day before.They
spent a long time there inspecting every corner, from the splits in walls to floor, any thing to find some
kind of clue. The street suddenly went dark. They both looked at the sky.“There goes my sunny day!”
complained Reno.

-“I did say it would!

-Yeah it’s so you’re fault from saying it!

-Right . . .” Rude sighed.

- “ Yes it . . .” He stopped when they heard a shuffle behind them and automaticlly looked. “ I think we
missed that!

- I think so to!” was Rude answer.

They stepped closer to their discovery, a hole in one of the wall. It definitively wasn’t there the day
before.

After a few moments of discussing what they were going to do, they decided to go and investigate. After
all, it was their job, always being sent into the worst situations. 

 

They found them selves in an other street, hard to access by road or by foot. At first they thought some
had done it to ease the way to get there. But that theory was quickly forgotten when they saw torn and
blood stained clothes and bones. There was usually five ways into the place, only by foot but yet they
had been blocked of with rubble and metal plates going across each entrance. Clearly the authorities of
the town were trying to block something in here, yet why didn’t they contact Shinra Company? It WAS
them who did that sort of work any way. They noticed an other hole at the other end of the street, where
Tseng and Elena came out of.

They had come up to the same conclusion as Reno and Rude. 

The fog was falling; surly it was going to rain soon. They could barely see.

“Reno, did you see anything like this yesterday?” asked Tseng nearly as confused as they were.

“No today’s the first.” Came his voice bit further in the fog, out of his boss sight.

 

Tension was building. They were getting nervous nearly scared.Sounds were ringing around them and
the fact they could see far didn’t help one bit. 



“What the hell was that?” Reno stated, staring at the gape in the wall ware him and his partner came
from.

-“What the hell was what?” answered his partner, not amused.

-“I saw some thing move!

-Reno this isn’t funny!!!” Yelled Elena.

-“I’m not kidding! I swear I saw something!” He answered looking back at her and then doing one step
towards where he was looking previously and at that moment, there was an other noise, but from behind
them.

-“What’s going on?” wined Elena but no one answered. “Guys? Answer me!” She started shaking
when she felt hot breath at the back of her head. “ This ain’t funny, Reno!” She turned to slap him. 

 

There was a loud scream behind them.

-“What the-WOW!!”Said Reno as he turned around to try and see what she was screaming at.

-“Elena don’t move!!” Stayed Tseng simply.

-“DON’T MOVE!!!! THAT THING WANT’S TO MAKE HER IT’S BREAKFAST!!” Reno yelled.

The mad red-head ran to it, his EMR out as Tseng tried to grab him.

The creature looked up, jumped off the blond girl and stared at him. Reno stopped in his track as it
started doing high pitched screams. A few seconds later, Tseng and Rude were also attacked but they
managed to avoid the creature.

They were much bigger than any of the four humans.

The second one was closing on them as they stood around their injured friend. The two monsters stared
at them as they circled around the humans.

 -“Try it!” Reno snapped. He had figured out what the monsters were after.

A few moments later, three more creatures appeared, also circling them.

-“When ARE you gonna learn to SHUT UP Reno!” Shouted Rude.

-“Oh shoot!” was Renos’ answer.   
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